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Technologies and Approaches to Reducing the Fuel Consumption of Medium- and Heavy-Duty Vehicles National Research Council 2010-08-30
Technologies and Approaches to Reducing the Fuel Consumption of Medium- and Heavy-Duty Vehicles evaluates various technologies and methods that could
improve the fuel economy of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, such as tractor-trailers, transit buses, and work trucks. The book also recommends
approaches that federal agencies could use to regulate these vehicles' fuel consumption. Currently there are no fuel consumption standards for such vehicles,
which account for about 26 percent of the transportation fuel used in the U.S. The miles-per-gallon measure used to regulate the fuel economy of passenger
cars. is not appropriate for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, which are designed above all to carry loads eﬃciently. Instead, any regulation of medium- and
heavy-duty vehicles should use a metric that reﬂects the eﬃciency with which a vehicle moves goods or passengers, such as gallons per ton-mile, a unit that
reﬂects the amount of fuel a vehicle would use to carry a ton of goods one mile. This is called load-speciﬁc fuel consumption (LSFC). The book estimates the
improvements that various technologies could achieve over the next decade in seven vehicle types. For example, using advanced diesel engines in tractortrailers could lower their fuel consumption by up to 20 percent by 2020, and improved aerodynamics could yield an 11 percent reduction. Hybrid powertrains
could lower the fuel consumption of vehicles that stop frequently, such as garbage trucks and transit buses, by as much 35 percent in the same time frame.
The Real Odessa Uki Goñi 2002 This book is the ﬁrst to map the precise details of the smuggling of Nazis into Argentina, an operation organized with the
enthusiastic support of Peron's presidential palace. Using previously unseen archival sources, it uncovers a wide geography (Scandinavia, Switzerland, Italy)
and proves the complicity of the Vatican and the Argentine Catholic Church in one of the great postwar scandals.
Managing by Values Kenneth H. Blanchard 2003 Suggests that a company's success is measured more by quality service and job satisfaction than it is by
placement on the Fortune 500 list, outlining a plan for use by organizations, groups, and individuals on how to design and implement a set of ethical guiding
values. Reprint.
Special Employment Programs United States. Department of the Army 1971
A Theory About Control Jack P. Gibbs 2019-03-13 Moving beyond his 1989 book, Control: Sociology's Central Notion, Jack Gibbs develops in this new book a
comprehensive theory of control in all its biological, technological, and human dimensions. His treatment goes beyond conventional ideas about social control
to show why self-control and proximate control are essential to understanding human interaction. He also argues that thinking of control in terms of the
counteraction of deviance is insuﬃcient. Tests of Gibbs's control theory, based on data from sixty-six countries, add credence to his claim that control could
be the central notion for sociology and perhaps for other social sciences.
The Tesla Revolution Willem Middelkoop 2017 The invention of the electric car is reshaping the global economy, its dependence on oil, and reducing the
impact on climate.
Automotive News 1980-10
The Fishes of Lake Valencia, Caracas, and of the Rio Tuy at El Tuy at El Concejo, Venezuela Carl H. Eigenmann 1920
G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance OECD 2015-11-30 Since they were issued in 1999, the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance have gained
worldwide recognition as an international benchmark for good corporate governance.
2006-2007 RV Comparison Guide Randall G. Eaton 2006-01-01
The Zhivago Aﬀair Peter Finn 2014-06-17 Drawing on newly declassiﬁed government ﬁles, this is the dramatic story of how a forbidden book in the Soviet
Union became a secret CIA weapon in the ideological battle between East and West. In May 1956, an Italian publishing scout took a train to a village just
outside Moscow to visit Russia’s greatest living poet, Boris Pasternak. He left carrying the original manuscript of Pasternak’s ﬁrst and only novel, entrusted to
him with these words: “This is Doctor Zhivago. May it make its way around the world.” Pasternak believed his novel was unlikely ever to be published in the
Soviet Union, where the authorities regarded it as an irredeemable assault on the 1917 Revolution. But he thought it stood a chance in the West and, indeed,
beginning in Italy, Doctor Zhivago was widely published in translation throughout the world. From there the life of this extraordinary book entered the realm of
the spy novel. The CIA, which recognized that the Cold War was above all an ideological battle, published a Russian-language edition of Doctor Zhivago and
smuggled it into the Soviet Union. Copies were devoured in Moscow and Leningrad, sold on the black market, and passed surreptitiously from friend to friend.
Pasternak’s funeral in 1960 was attended by thousands of admirers who deﬁed their government to bid him farewell. The example he set launched the great
tradition of the writer-dissident in the Soviet Union. In The Zhivago Aﬀair, Peter Finn and Petra Couvée bring us intimately close to this charming, passionate,
and complex artist. First to obtain CIA ﬁles providing concrete proof of the agency’s involvement, the authors give us a literary thriller that takes us back to a
fascinating period of the Cold War—to a time when literature had the power to stir the world. (With 8 pages of black-and-white illustrations.)
The RV Book Mark J. Polk 2006
OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 2004 OECD 2004-05-03 Since they were issued in 1999, the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance have gained
worldwide recognition as an international benchmark for good corporate governance. This revised version takes into account developments since 1999 and
includes several important amendments.
Balanced Scorecard Paul R. Niven 2011-01-04 This book provides an easy-to-follow roadmap for successfully implementing the Balanced Scorecard
methodology in small- and medium-sized companies. Building on the success of the ﬁrst edition, the Second Edition includes new cases based on the author's
experience implementing the balanced scorecard at government and nonproﬁt agencies. It is a must-read for any organization interested in achieving
breakthrough results.
The Challenges of Water Management and Governance in Cities Kees van Leeuwen 2019-08-06 This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue The
Challenges of Water Management and Governance in Cities that was published in Water
Mobile Mansions Douglas Keister 2006 What do Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, Mae West, Howard Hughes, John Madden, the Partridge Family, Ken Kesey, The
Who, and Barbie have in common? Each had a home on wheels-be it an old converted school bus, a massive RV cruiser, or elegant house car. These celebrity
motorhomes are only the frosting on the cake in Douglas Keister's entertaining and informative new book Mobile Mansions.
Operative Obstetrics Susan M. Ramin 2002-04 This self-assessment book follows the format of Gilstrap's Operative Obstetrics, 2nd edition. The 1000 questions
and answers are keyed to the parent text, giving the reader a comprehensive review of all aspects of Operative Obstetrics. The book concludes with a CME
test. Questions & Answers cover entire scope of Operative Obstetrics. Allows clinicians to test their knowledge and identify subjects needing further study.
Political Culture and Communist Studies Archie Brown 1985-01-01
Church and State in Bourbon Mexico D. A. Brading 2002-08-22 Describes virtually all aspects of religious life in a Mexican diocese in the eighteenth century.
El Libro español 1962
Marketing Channels Bert Rosenbloom 2012-07-25 Marketing Channels: A Management View, a market leader, is known to provide a management focus and
managerial framework to the ﬁeld of marketing channels. Theory, research, and practice are covered thoroughly and blended into a discussion that stresses
decision making implications. This new edition reﬂects global, socio-cultural, environmental, and technological changes that have taken place within the
industry. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Weekday Eucharistic Propers Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society 2017-09 In the section entitled “Concerning the Service of the Church,” the Book of
Common Prayer identiﬁes the normative services of the Episcopal Church: The Holy Eucharist, the principal act of Christian worship on the Lord’s Day and
other major Feasts, and Daily Morning and Evening Prayer, as set forth in this book, are the regular services appointed for public worship in the Church. (BCP,
13) Eucharistic propers (collects, Scripture readings, and proper prefaces) are provided in the Book of Common Prayer for the days when the Eucharist is the
principal service. The Calendar section at the front of the Prayer Book identiﬁes these eucharistic feasts by placing them into three categories, ranked by
priority: Principal Feasts, Sundays, and Holy Days. Normatively, on all other days, Morning and Evening Prayer are the Church’s oﬃcial public services.
However, as celebration of the Eucharist has become more frequent, many congregations and other communities of faith now celebrate weekday Eucharists
on days for which the Prayer Book does not assign propers. The Prayer Book provides a range of possible options for the celebration of the Eucharist on these
ferial or non-feast days. These options include the celebration of: • a Major Feast that has fallen elsewhere in the week (BCP, 17); • a commemoration listed in
the Calendar (BCP, 18); • a commemoration not appointed in the Church’s Calendar by using the Common of Saints (BCP, 18); • an Ember Day or Rogation
Day (BCP, 18); • the season, by using the propers of the preceding Sunday (BCP, 158); • the weekdays of Holy Week and Easter, by using the propers
appointed in the Book of Common Prayer; • an occasion provided for in the propers for Various Occasions (BCP, 18). In addition, since 1979 Lesser Feasts and
Fasts has appointed weekday propers for seasons of the church year, and when Holy Women, Holy Men was authorized in 2009, it included those seasonal
propers. To facilitate the use of these authorized options, this resource contains weekday propers for the seasons of the Church Year (the temporal cycle), the
Common of Saints (the sanctoral cycle), and Various Occasions from the Prayer Book and from resources authorized since the adoption of the Prayer Book.
The propers in this resource are grouped into three sections by type for the temporal cycle, the sanctoral cycle, and various occasions.
10-Minute Tech Trailer Life 1999-05-01 This book is a compilation of the best tips submitted by readers of the Trailer Life magazine column "10-Minute
Tech." These RVers have discovered simple, quick ways to solve small onboard problems; get things to run smoother, quieter, and better; personalize an RV
with changes and upgrades; and make life on the road easier.
A Complete Course of Lithography Alois Senefelder 1819
Philippines--cooperative Marketing Development 1978
Honoring the Body Stephanie Paulsell 2019-02-01 Learn to celebrate your body by attending to daily spiritual practices In Honoring the Body, Stephanie
Paulsell speaks to those who have ever wondered how to celebrate the body's pleasures and protect the body's vulnerabilities in a world that seems confused
about both. What we need, she shows, are practices that honor the body. Paulsell invites readers to explore how we might honor the body in daily activities-bathing, clothing, eating, working, exercising, loving, and suﬀering--seeking wisdom from Scripture, history, and contemporary experience, in story and song
and poetry. She argues that the accumulated wisdom of religious traditions provides the resources for a rich practice of honoring the body. This practice will
not be just an individual practice, however. It will be a shared, communal practice, one we engage in with others. Honoring the Body is for those who want to
honor their body and the bodies of others, who wish for a community that cherishes, attends to, celebrates, and soothes the body.
Landslides: Global Risk Preparedness Kyoji Sassa 2012-08-31 This book presents the global landslide risk preparedness implemented through the
International Programme on Landslides (IPL). IPL was initiated by the International Consortium on Landslides (ICL) in 2002, and developed to a joint
international programme by the IPL Global Promotion Committee (UNESCO, WMO, FAO, UNISDR, UNU, ICSU and WFEO as well as ICL) through the 2006 Tokyo
Action Plan. The materials consists of four parts: Outline of the International Programme on Landslides & IPL Global Promotion Committee; Achievements of
major IPL projects in research and capacity building; World Centres of Excellence on Landslide Risk Reduction (WCoEs) and Landslide School Network; Key
documents of IPL and ICL including Tokyo Action Plan, Application of ICL, IPL Projects, WCoEs and Landslide School Network
Peach County Marilyn Neisler Windham 1997-05-01 Peach County: The Worldas Peach Paradise is a delightful visual history that features a newly discovered
and quite remarkable photographic collection and brings to life one of the most formative periods in Peach Countyas history. The 1920s were a magical time
in Peach County, Georgia. For one day every year from 1922 to 1926 a Greek-style event in fairy-tale fashionathe Peach Blossom Festival, the precursor of the
Georgia Peach Festivalawas held in honor of the peach in the county seat. The peach was of tremendous importance to the economy and people of Peach
County, and when Fort Valley decided in 1922 to host the ﬁrst Peach Blossom Festival and to invite the world, the world responded. Thousands came for the
festivals, which were said to rival Mardi Gras and Californiaas Rose Festival, and which even attracted the attention of National Geographic and Hollywood
movie studios.
Encyclopedia of Business Information Sources Linda D. Hall 2008 Each updated edition of this detailed resource identiﬁes nearly 35,000 live, print and
electronic sources of information listed under more than 1,100 alphabetically arranged subjects -- industries and business concepts and practices. Edited by
business information expert James Woy.
Board Member Nomination and Election OECD 2012-09-20 This report addresses the corporate governance framework and company practices that determine
the nomination and election of board members. It covers some 26 jurisdictions including in-depth reviews of four jurisdictions: Indonesia, Korea, the
Netherlands and the United States.
Oxbridge Directory of Newsletters 1994
Balanced Scorecard Step-by-Step Paul R. Niven 2002-10-15 This book explains how an organization can measure and manage performance with the
Balanced Scorecard methodology. It provides extensive background on performance management and the Balanced Scorecard, and focuses on guiding a
team through the step-by-step development and ongoing implementation of a Balanced Scorecard system. Corporations, public sector agencies, and not for
proﬁt organizations have all reaped success from the Balanced Scorecard. This book supplies detailed implementation advice that is readily applied to any and
all of these organization types. Additionally, it will beneﬁt organizations at any stage of Balanced Scorecard development. Regardless of whether you are just
contemplating a Balanced Scorecard, require assistance in linking their current Scorecard to management processes, or need a review of their past
measurement eﬀorts, Balanced Scorecard Step by Step provides detailed advice and proven solutions.
Who's Who of Women Executives Jeﬀrey Franz 1990-05
Marketing Channels Bert Rosenbloom 1983
Housing and Urban Development in Nepal Jibgar Joshi 1999
Payroll Auditor National Learning Corporation 2019-02 The Payroll Auditor Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in
the subjects you need to study.
The Diseases of Crops and Their Remedies Arthur Bower Griﬃths 1890
Understanding Your RV's "Holding Tanks" Dale Lee Sumner 2014-10-13 Welcome to an educational and entertaining encounter with your RV's
"temporary" holding tanks. This booklet is speciﬁcally designed to get all RVers thinking in a DIFFERENT direction. Written for: ...Those who are "NEW" to the
RVing experience, ...Those who have been "CAMPING" for years, and ...Those who are "FULL-TIMING." The information within will clearly demonstrate that an
RV's plumbing system is NOT like a house's plumbing system, and give everyone the background to understand why the dreaded waste management "chores"
must be accomplished on a regular basis. It endeavors to establish a good working knowledge of the black and gray holding tanks, enable every reader to
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start thinking in terms of "required sequence of preparation and use," and, thereby, prevent the exasperating, "I DON'T KNOW. . . IT JUST WON'T DRAIN!!!"
Lots of tips and tricks on how to help your RV's "temporary" holding tanks work more eﬃciently are also included. (Especially the real answer to tank
treatment!) Based on years of experience in the business of repairing RVs and educating the RV owners. The ladies are especially encouraged to read
everything between this booklet's covers. Then they will understand just how their RV's holding tanks work and how to safely use and maintain them.
www.sumdalus.com
The Leader Within Drea Zigarmi 2005 Drawing on a seven-year research study, this work helps you understand yourself as a leader, so you can change,
grow, and become more eﬀective.
The Oxford Handbook of the Reception History of the Bible Michael Lieb 2013-01-10 In recent decades, reception history has become an increasingly
important and controversial topic of discussion in biblical studies. Rather than attempting to recover the original meaning of biblical texts, reception history
focuses on exploring the history of interpretation. In doing so it locates the dominant historical-critical scholarly paradigm within the history of interpretation,
rather than over and above it. At the same time, the breadth of material and hermeneutical issues that reception history engages with questions any narrow
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understanding of the history of the Bible and its eﬀects on faith communities. The challenge that reception history faces is to explore tradition without either
reducing its meaning to what faith communities think is important, or merely oﬀering anthologies of interesting historical interpretations. This major new
handbook addresses these matters by presenting reception history as an enterprise (not a method) that questions and understands tradition afresh. The
Oxford Handbook of the Reception History of the Bible consciously allows for the interplay of the traditional and the new through a two-part structure. Part I
comprises a set of essays surveying the outline, form, and content of twelve key biblical books that have been inﬂuential in the history of interpretation. Part II
oﬀers a series of in-depth case studies of the interpretation of particular key biblical passages or books with due regard for the speciﬁcity of their social,
cultural or aesthetic context. These case studies span two millennia of interpretation by readers with widely diﬀering perspectives. Some are at the level of a
group response (from Gnostic readings of Genesis, to Post-Holocaust Jewish interpretations of Job); others examine individual approaches to texts (such as
Augustine and Pelagius on Romans, or Gandhi on the Sermon on the Mount). Several chapters examine historical moments, such as the 1860 debate over
Genesis and evolution, while others look to wider themes such as non-violence or millenarianism. Further chapters study in detail the works of popular ﬁgures
who have used the Bible to provide inspiration for their creativity, from Dante and Handel, to Bob Dylan and Dan Brown.
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